Supporting communities of
practice through knowledge
management

Two favourite quotes
Why we need KM:

Why knowledge is not static:

• “If only we knew what we know!”

“Knowledge is not transferred, it is cocreated. ….Even if knowledge is captured,
and shared, and synthesised into up-todate, valuable reference material, it still
adds no value unless someone looks for
it, finds it, and re-uses it.”

• “It’s no good knowing what we know
if we don’t use what we know.”

• “It’s no good if we want to use what
we know but can’t find it.”
Adapted from Michael Koenig

Nick Milton, Knoco Limited

Framing comments
Context for this case study:

Some challenges ….

 BRIDGE = NGO/NPO sector
 Working across different education

 Little common understanding of the term

sectors (early childhood
development, schooling, technical &
vocational education, and higher
education)

 Working with multi-stakeholders
(educators, trainers, programme
implementers, funders, academics,
government)

‘knowledge management’ (KM)

 Different understandings of the aims and
processes in different sectors: business/
corporate; development; public
sector/government ….

 Different understandings of ‘internal’ KM
(to the organisation) and ‘external’ KM (to
beneficiaries/ clients)

 Partial understandings of KM: IT systems;
public relations; communication strategy

 KM is not taking minutes!!

WHAT DOES BRIDGE DO?

 We run communities of practice (CoPs). A
CoP is a group of people who share a
common interest and come together to learn,
share knowledge and resources, and
collaborate. We convene & facilitate these
external CoPs.
 We work with other partners on specific
education projects, & offer KM service
provision.
 We share knowledge as OERs to stimulate
innovation and development in education.

In this context:
We are overwhelmed with information in the education sector … especially with Covid-19.
Education is by definition a collaborative enterprise. BRIDGE believes that connecting roleplayers, promoting collaboration and sharing ideas and practices will improve the system to
benefit learners. KM is driven by the interaction between knowledge, actions and
behaviours. Our strategies for KM are key to supporting these goals.
The capturing, distillation, sharing, distribution and storing of knowledge is, therefore, a
foundational element of BRIDGE’s work.
BRIDGE KM is made up of:

 Strategy: overall goal and specific objectives
 System: management and processes
 People: roles and responsibilities
 Knowledge products: outputs [internal KM and external KM]

DESIGN FOR IMPACT
Connect to support
developmental, action-oriented
change in educational practice
Spread practice, maximise
resources, avoid duplication,
promote collaboration

Manage internal processes

STRATEGY
Principles
Overall goal
Specific
objectives

PEOPLE
Use people-driven
networks (e.g. CoPs)
Collaborate with SMEs

KM culture
Roles &
responsibilities
Sources

SYSTEM
Internal &
external
Processes &
platforms
Tools

KNOWLEDGE
PRODUCTS
Development
Distribution

Use and deliver OERs
MEASURE IMPACT

Identify and map external
target audience
Implement analytics for M&E

Identify know-what, know-how,
know-why
Capture, design and package
KPs for diverse purposes and
audiences
Use different platforms and
media for sharing of useful
knowledge for education
audiences

Knowledge Management for BRIDGE involves

SHARING …
CoP outputs, learning briefs, impact stories, innovations, data, working practices, tools, resources …
in a range of formats and media
through different platforms
with a range of beneficiaries
… to produce
knowledge products

• Accessing
• Gathering
• Documenting
… from different
knowledge sources

Ecological:
people-driven

•
•
•
•

Shaping
Synthesizing
Co-producing
Collaborating

•
•
•
•

Storing
Disseminating
Tracking
Analysing impact
… of source documents and
knowledge products which
can be repurposed

… to support work in the education sectors

Technocentric:
harnessing technology

A TYPOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS
INTERNAL KM for staff: CoP process guides (our IP), branding guidelines, KM processes,
KM templates, institutional memory (google drive: proposals, V&M strategy sessions …)
EXTERNAL KM: for BRIDGE stakeholders:


Updates: e.g. Covid-19 related education information

 Learning Briefs: e.g. Lessons Learned about …’

 Fact Sheets: e.g. national qualification framework or QA councils
 Policy Briefs: e.g. key ECD policies
 Standard Reports: CoP meeting highlights, project reports …
 Thought pieces: opinion pieces on key topics
 Tools and resources: e.g. guidelines on …. (e.g. mentorship)


Summary overviews: e.g. ICT interventions in education

KM factors: BRIDGE stakeholder mapping
• Multi-stakeholder, therefore a range of target audiences
• ‘People don’t read’: knowledge products need to be accessible, visual and digestible
• Skills range for KM and KP production: IT platforms, content processing, data
visualisation, graphics, production ….

• Outsourcing / briefing / costs
• Need to adapt knowledge products to target audiences i.r.o.:
• Language accessibility
• Platforms and media (some connectivity issues)
• Dissemination and distribution
• Tracking of uptake and usage

General KM challenges in BRIDGE context
• Accountability to funders [e.g. their focus is on education-specific outputs, not on
KM]

• M&E: limitations of analytics i.r.o. quantifying usage and application of OER
knowledge products

• Underestimation of time and cost of quality KM practices and products
• Silo mentality [e.g. difficulties of cross-discipline KM, such as health & education]
• Online CoPs in Covid-19 [e.g. networking & conceptual interactions weakened]
• Limits to ‘volunteerism’ when collaborating

Collaboration in KM
“While everyone is a knowledge bearer, not everyone
is a knowledge manager.”
Embed KM in routine activities or have dedicated knowledge
managers? Both?

‘Making KM stick’ – Kaplan, buy in and sustainability
How do we work with SMEs?

Example: The Post-school Access Map
Learner Support CoP: a group of bursary providers saw the need to map post-school pathways
& options for learners in an easy and accessible way in a web-based repository
 Early mapping information gathered by
CoP members

 Key funder (CoP member) offered funding
for website repository
 Content researcher & website designer
appointed
 PSA site launched October 2016
 Open access on website & mobiles

BRIDGE presentation to OEG March 2017

Thank you!
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